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The success of the country‘s finest winemaking estates is grounded first and foremost in the
people who lead them. Yet one ought never underestimate the impact of vineyard quality.
Spanier has drawn the attention of wine experts back to the Zeller Valley, working more or less
unilaterally to restore one of the oldest vineyard sites in existence: the Mölsheim Zellerweg am
Schwarzer Herrgott.
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H istory
The Spanier family has been living and cultivating wine in the southern
part of the Wonnegau for centuries. I completed my own training as
a winemaker in 1992 and with the gracious help of dear friends, the
Battenfeld family, founded a winegrowing estate of my own. From the
start, we were dedicated to organic principles. Back then this was still
considered highly unusual.
Restoring and encouraging microbial life in the soil is my most important
goal. Soil for me is at the very core of our effort to convey the taste of
what came long before us and that which lies ahead.
Since 2007, the wines of both Kühling-Gillot and BattenfeldSpanier
have been vinified in Hohen-Sülzen. Beyond different harvest dates, our
single-site wines are all produced largely identically. And so the
striking contrasts that consistently emerge in the wines of the Rheinterrasse as compared with those from the Wonnegau can‘t simply be
attributed to the „signature of the winemaker.“ They instead reflect
distinctive variations in the vineyards, the soils and the microclimate.

O liver
For as long as I can remember, I have been captivated by that special
combination of meticulous preparation, attentiveness to the body‘s
possibilities, and physical and mental strength that come together to
produce an elite performance. If I hadn‘t been involved in a bad traffic
accident at age 17, I‘d almost certainly have become a pro athlete. My
work as a winemaker taps into this same fascination, although in this
case it‘s the soil and grapes that need my disciplined attention.
Riesling is my vision. No other grape in the Wonnegau can translate the
soil and light more precisely and deliciously into wine. The juiciness of
the Riesling by contrast is one transitory stop on its metamorphosis
into an authentic mineral-driven wine.
Our estate has grown over time to almost 30 hectares, with an accomplished team of employees now working alongside the family. Our success is a shared triumph and has helped me make the mental shift from
lone wolf to team player. Even today, sport continues to shape my view
of the world.

H ohen-S ülzen
Hohen-Sülzen is on the southernmost peak of the Wonnegau, not far
from Worms. The region is known for its calcareous subsoils. And like
the Nibelungen of lore, we winemakers believe the real treasures are
hidden below! The mighty limestone formations under the surface force
the vines to dig deep for their nutrients.
The nearby Donnersberg mountain acts as a barrier against weather
patterns from the west. In summer, it leaves the Wonnegau in a rain
shadow drier than the surrounding areas. Because limestone retains
water, vines that grow in it can still thrive in such conditions, producing ripe and vibrant wines. Those same deep roots also encourage
mineral instead of fruit aromas.

V iticulture
Since 2003, I have expanded our initial organic approach to include
biodynamic practices. No synthetic fertilizers are used on our soil or
vines. Beyond the biological processes in the soil that impact fruit formation, the impact of light is also of growing importance, especially in
the face of a changing climate.
The application of preparations and teas has enhanced the vitality of
the vines significantly. We see a more uniform vegetation, as well as a
calmer and more even reaction to heat and moisture, which helps to
prevent disease and overripeness.
Our membership in „Renaissance des Appellation,“ founded by biodynamic wine pioneer Nicolas Joly, is equal parts honor and responsibility.
For me, discussing my experiences with other biodyn winegrowers is a
cornerstone to my own continued improvement.

W ines
My wines sound out the space between intervention and inaction,
between reason and risk. Every year — every day to be honest — is unlike
any other when it comes to winegrowing. As a winemaker, I need to take
everything I have learned and consider settled and simply forget it all
again at precisely the moment when it‘s time to apply it.
Otherwise there is no space for intuition.
And without intuition, one is doomed to produce a safe product — which
in wine invariable means mediocrity.
The grape is for me an interpreter of our southerly Wonnegau soils
and their extreme limestone. And that is what interests me: the range
of stone and soil aromas that exist out beyond the transient fruit. Dancing minerality. Salty provenance.
This holds true for Riesling and Sylvaner, as well as white and red
Pinots, which are what I choose to cultivate.
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W onnegau & Z ellertal
This cultural landscape, one of the oldest in Germany, had slipped into
a long period of obscurity before we winemakers brought it back to
life a decade ago. Most people are unaware that there is in fact documented proof that winemaking here in the Zeller Valley stretches back
to at least the 8th century.
The sites around Hohen-Sülzen are exposed to the influence of the
Eisbach Valley. During the evening, the cool Eisbach winds provide the
low temperatures needed to prevent the acids from dissipating. The
soils are shaped by a healthy component of broken limestone.
The village of Mölsheim is at the heart of the elongated Zeller Valley,
whose shape funnels the winds like an air jet. Vines benefit from this
constant air circulation, which helps to delay ripening and prevents
any form of Botrytis from taking hold. The chalky rock formations in
the substrate push and heave tons of small, fragmented stone towards
the surface, meaning the limestone literally grows from the soil here.

O rtsweine
We in the VDP.Rheinhessen have agreed that our Ortswein tier will consist solely of fruit from our classified Erste Lage vineyards. All of
our Ortsweine thus fulfill the same strict regulations that apply to
other wines from VDP.Erste Lage sites.
The Hohen-Sülzen Riesling is characteristically ripe and juicy with a
chalky spice and warm fruit. It is the little brother of the Kirchenstück.
The Mölsheim Riesling is shaped by wild herbs and an electric acidity.
For me it is the little brother of the Frauenberg.
The Hohen-Sülzen Grüner Sylvaner „Leopold“ carries Sylvaner typicity
to an extreme: chiseled and precise, with body and volume through its
maturation in large wooden barrels.
Only the oldest of Weissburgunder plantings, aged between 25 and 40
years, are used for the Pinot Blanc „Louis,“ which is primarily matured
in tonneaux casks from Burgundy. Extended time on the lees lasting
until June of the next year gives the wine a generous depth and creamy
texture.

G rosse L agen
The Verband der Deutschen Prädikatsweingüter (VDP) has established a
site classification pyramid that features the famous VDP.GROSSE LAGE
sites at its peak. Any vineyard earning this classification is considered
among Germany‘s absolute finest, and we are proud to hold three such
Grosse Lage sites.
In accordance with the statutes of the VDP‘s GG commission, dry wines from Grosse Lage sites are known as Grosse Gewächse. The Grosse
Gewächse from Riesling may only be brought onto the market on September 1 of the year following the harvest. The rules are even stricter for Spätburgunder red wines, which may be released only two years
after harvest.
All of our Ortswein and Lagenwein bottles follow uniform internal
guidelines: biodynamic cultivation, exclusive hand harvest, additional
manual selection on the sorting table, spontaneous fermentation
without external temperature controls, vinification in traditional
Stück and Halbstück casks, six to nine months on the full lees.

F rauenberg
250 m of elevation, up to 40 % gradient.
A layer of broken limestone comprises the topsoil, with a solid limestone substrate below. The exposed position and high ridge of the Frauenberg push the grapes to the limit. There is warmth from the south,
counteracted by constant cooling winds that circulate through the
rows. Extremely craggy and mineral-rich soil forces the vines to dig
very deep for their nutrients. In all, the conditions are perfect for an
extended and robust vegetative period.
Riesling from Frauenberg is dominated by stony aromas. Herbal
spice, cool tobacco, polished acidity and a steely mineral backbone.
Notable for a fine creaminess on the palate, yet this wine keeps a couple
of secrets in reserve. Indeed, Frauenberg loves the thrill of the chase.
The bottles need time. The bottles need space. Given both, they will
reward with an elegance and finesse capable of taking your breath away.

A m S chwarzen H errgott
Mölsheim Zellerweg Am Schwarzen Herrgott
240 m of elevation, up to 40 % gradient.
The Schwarzer Herrgott is one of Germany’s oldest and most renowned
vineyards, documented as having been home to winegrowing since at least
the 8th century. In recent decades, however, it had slipped into obscurity.
The site lies at the head of the Zeller Valley basin, which opens up a few
kilometers to the east, and abuts the Frauenberg. The substrate here is
pure limestone. Even among wines from the scraggy, limestone-rich hills
of the Wonnegau, the precision of these Rieslings is renowned.
Spicy aromas of iodine and minerality play with the discreet notes of
white fruits such as Mirabelle plum and ripe quinces. The razor sharp minerality on the palate highlights an unhurried aromatic carousel of the
kind that only great wines possess.

K irchenstück
150 m of elevation, 15% gradient
Our flagship is the Kirchenstück vineyard in Hohen-Sülzen. First mentioned in official
documents as far back as the Thirty Years‘ War, its original name was
‚Griebelstein‘, which roughly translates to „ground stone.“ And indeed,
the topsoil of the Kirchenstück is comprised of soft, calcareous stones that can be crushed between the fingers. This hints at the Kirchenstück‘s secret: its grapes have an excellent supply of nutrients, despite
the barren limestone bedrock on which the vines grow.
Riesling from the Kirchenstück caresses the mouth with a delicious
creaminess and enchants with its stunning and delicate fruit.
The Spätburgunder from the Kirchenstück showcases cool herbal
notes, with juiciness and a subtle barrel influence carving out dark
depths to round out the cool aromatic spectrum.
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